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CONTINUOUS CAST

EXCITING VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
THAT SHINE

This cell cast acrylic is ideal for chunky, ultra bright 
3D characters and features optimized light trans-
mission properties that maximize the economic and 
environmental benefits of LED technology. It is easy 
to fabricate and can be used with white or colored 
LEDs, to create exciting visual communications.

Features and Benefits
» Ideal for specialist, custom-designed installations

» Optimized for LED-illuminated characters

» Guaranteed indoor and outdoor performance

» Constant transmitted color regardless of  
 light source

» Exceptional bright, clean light aesthetics

» Lightweight

See fabrication and application specifics 
on page 2



CONTINUOUS CAST

FABRICATION AND APPLICATION
With the wide range of available LED lights and letter/
sign designs, it is not possible to present a simple set 
of rules which assures the most effective results for 
every project. However, some general guidelines offered 
below can be given to aid design.

Luminance
The luminance of any internally illuminated letter or sign 
is determined by five factors:

1. LEDs - quantity, type, light output, color and    
 position in the letter or sign case.

2. Materials - light transmission, reflection,    
 absorption and diffusion factors of the OPTIX® L   
 grade and thickness used.

3. The Channel Letter or Sign Design - dimensions, 
 particularly its depth and the reflection factor    
 of the paint or other finish used on any backing   
 panel or outside surfaces. Also the orientation of 
 the LEDs; back-facing, front-facing or side-facing.

4. Light Absorption - effect of absorption of light   
 by the lamps and electrical equipment within 
 the design.

5. Maintenance - reduction in the light output of   
 the lamps with increasing age.

Machining
The machining characteristics of OPTIX® L Block are  
the same as for standard OPTIX® L cast acrylic sheet.

It is particularly suited for routing and this enables 
complex shapes such as letters to be easily machined, 
especially when using CNC routing machines.

Additionally channels can be easily machined into 
the sheet to enable the installation of light modules 
or strips. The superior physical characteristics of cell 
cast acrylic enables very even and matt surfaces to 
be generated during routing; there is no smearing or 
melting of the material. This property adds to the light 
diffusing properties as well as making any additional 
processing such as painting more uniform.

General machining recommendations can be found on 
www.plaskolite.com/resources

Lamp Specifications
The lamp spacing ratio for LEDs will depend on the 
shape of the design and on the construction of the LED 
itself, particularly the beam angle. Typically LEDs used 
in this type of application will have a beam angle of 120 
– 160 degrees. Generally the wider beam angles give 
more even light diffusion.

Lamp location
Typical designs will use one of the following 
orientations:

Rear-facing LEDs

Typically for larger area channels or cavities using LED 
strips or multiple LED modules where use of a high light 
reflecting white paint is used to direct the light back

throughout the block. Or alternatively for open “halo” 
designs where a shadow effect is projected from the rear 
of the design. Generally, this orientation provides the 
most even light diffusion especially when a slightly matt 
surface reflecting panel is used.

Front-facing LEDs

Typically for designs using single LED modules or more 
conventional back-lighting construction.

Side-facing LEDs

Typically for narrow channels where LED strips can be 
fixed around the edge of the cavity.

Channel depth and wall thickness
Any removal of material thickness will have some effect 
upon the light performance of the sheet. As the thickness 
of the block becomes thinner so its light transmission 
will increase and similarly there is less light diffusion 
available. Typically channel depths of up to 9 mm 
(0.354˝) have been used for optimum diffusion.

The maximum channel depth will depend to a great 
extent upon the power, design and orientation of the 
LED lamp. However, experience has shown that channel 
depths of up to about 50% can give acceptable results 
i.e. a 15mm channel in a 30mm block. Similar thickness 
guidelines should be applied to wall thicknesses of  
any channels.

Embedment cements
Sealing or embedding the LEDs into the channel or cavity 
will depend on the design and expected use of the letter 
or sign.

Acrylic-based 2-component polymerisation cements can 
give very good rigid, permanent embedment of the LEDs 
and have good light transmission.

Alternatively a more flexible sealant such as a clear 
polyurethane or silicone sealant can be used. These 
sealants are more flexible than acrylic-based cements 
and therefore can be removed from the channel or cavity 
if required e.g. to replace faulty LED strips.

When embedding LEDs into the acrylic consideration 
should be given to the heat generated from the LED. The 
maximum service temperature of OPTIX® L cast acrylic 
sheet is 85° C.

Coatings
The choice of whether to use coatings will depend on 
the individual design of the letter or display. In a typical 
design an opaque highly reflective white paint or self-
adhesive tape is applied to those areas where light 
transmission is not desired. If required, a specific color 
can then be applied on top of the white reflective coating 
to provide the custom design.

The coating manufacturer’s recommendations should be 
followed when applying the coating.

There is very little preparation required on the OPTIX® L 
sheet, however, to ensure maximum bond strength it is 
recommended to clean the surface of the OPTIX® L with 
clean, fresh water using a chamois leather or soft cloth 
before applying the coating.


